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Deliver the Network Performance That Drives Growth
As use cases continue to grow for quality global connectivity, enterprises and service 

providers are adopting new technologies to extend consistent connectivity to every 

location, support resilient hybrid cloud and SD-WAN deployments, and drive the best 

application performance for users.

Harnessing the best network and technology options will position your business 

to meet the changing demands of customers. It’s crucial for your ability to deliver 

reliable solutions that drive success across distributed enterprises.

FlexEnterprise: Your Global Enterprise Connectivity Fabric
With FlexEnterprise, you’re ready to leverage the world’s largest integrated satellite 

and terrestrial network to deliver quality service to virtually any location on the globe. 

Quickly bring up new sites to extend access to the public  

internet, private networks, or cloud services

Increase application and site availability regardless of the  

state of the local telecom infrastructure

Improve application performance with diverse paths for  

traffic separation and app-specific routing

Fill gaps in your service footprint whether it’s for one  

site or to cover an entire region

Even enterprises and integrators who are new to satellite can take advantage of 

FlexEnterprise. Pre-packaged FlexEnterprise Unlimited Plans make it easy for  

service providers to integrate the benefits of the seamless global Flex network into 

their solutions.

Benefits At-A-Glance
	Power new locations without the 

time or cost associated with new 

fiber, microwave, or other terrestrial 

deployments

	Satellite-as-a-service plans to 

integrate the global Flex network 

into your end-to-end solutions 

	No wholesale commitments

	Resilient high-throughput capacity 

to individual sites, a multi-country 

region, or globally

	Expand the reach of SD-WAN and 

enterprise networks, enable access 

to the public internet, or deliver 

secure connectivity to the cloud 

with Intelsat Cloud Connect

Flex|Enterprise
Global Network Connectivity Fabric

Hybrid WAN topologies have become the de facto option  
for WAN architectures for midsize and large enterprises
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About Intelsat
As the foundational architects 
of satellite technology, Intelsat 
operates the largest, most 
advanced satellite fleet and 
connectivity infrastructure  
in the world. We apply our 
unparalleled expertise and  
global scale to reliably and 
seamlessly connect people,  
devices and networks in even  
the most challenging and  
remote locations. Transformation 
happens when businesses, 
governments and communities 
build a ubiquitous connected 
future through Intelsat’s next-
generation global network and 
simplified managed services. 

At Intelsat, we turn possibilities 
into reality. Imagine Here,  
with us, at Intelsat.com.
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Order Up Global Connectivity  
Deliver the reach and reliability of FlexEnterprise connectivity without the need to 

manage wholesale satellite capacity. FlexEnterprise Unlimited Plans enable you to 

put the network where your users need it, with minimal capital costs and no capacity 

commitments. Intelsat’s array of satellite-as-a-service options enable you to quickly 

deploy new sites and strengthen established sites across a global footprint. 

With FlexEnterprise you can:

Increase Branch Office Resiliency 

Reduce the business and productivity impacts of network downtime 

when you integrate the diverse, non-terrestrial Flex underlay network 

into your connectivity solutions. FlexEnterprise is unaffected by local 

network infrastructure issues and service interruptions, and the Flex 

platform is built on technology that delivers consistent connectivity 

regardless of local weather or climate.

Expand Geographic Availability and  
Reduce Time to Deploy New Sites

In areas still being built out with fiber or cellular infrastructure, Flex 

provides a “first in” solution so that you can quickly bring up new sites 

without waiting. FlexEnterprise enables you to fill gaps in your network 

coverage and even deliver quality connectivity where terrestrial 

network alternatives simply do not exist. 

Improve Application Performance 

Enhance SD-WAN benefits that leverage the performance of diverse 

transport networks to deliver a better user experience that derives 

more value from your underlay networks. FlexEnterprise provides a 

unique path for traffic separation and application-specific routing  

to maintain the performance of critical enterprise traffic. 

Deliver More to Your Users 
FlexEnterprise helps you streamline operations and deployment processes thanks  

to simple plans, standardized remote terminals, and uniform performance across  

the global Flex footprint. With pre-packaged FlexEnterprise plans, it’s now easier  

than ever to make your network nimble and scalable, delivering a new level of  

reach, performance, and flexibility to support critical applications and drive  

business productivity. 

To learn how Intelsat can help you expand your network, move into new 
markets, and drive revenue, contact us today.  

www.Intelsat.com/enterprise


